
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  : 

:  Case No. 21-cr-495 (ABJ) 
v.     :  

:    
DANIEL GRAY,    : 
      : 

Defendant.   : 
       

______________________________________________________________________________
    

GOVERNMENT’S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO 
DISMISS COUNT TWO OF THE INDICTMENT 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

The United States of America, by and through its attorney, the United States Attorney for 

the District of Columbia, respectfully submits that this Court should deny Defendant Gray’s 

motion, ECF 55, seeking dismissal of Count Two of the Superseding Indictment. Count Two 

charges Defendant Gray with obstruction of an official proceeding and aiding and abetting in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1512(c)(2) and 2. Though the basis for his motions is somewhat unclear, 

Defendant Gray appears to assert that the conduct alleged in Count Two – i.e., his corrupt 

obstruction, influencing, and impeding of Congress’s certification of the Electoral College vote on 

January 6, 2021 – is not covered by Section 1512(c)(2) and the word “corruptly” is 

unconstitutionally vague.   

Defendant Gray’s contentions lack merit as most judges in this District, including this 

Court, United States v. Riley Williams, 21-cr-618 (D.D.C.  June 22, 2022), have concluded . See, 

e.g., United States v. Rahm, 21-cr-150 (D.D.C. August 15, 2022) (Hogan, J.) United States v. 

Herrera, 21-cr-619 (D.D.C. August 5, 2022) (Howell, C.J.); United States v. Bledsoe, 21-cr-204 

(D.D.C. July 15, 2022) (Howell, C.J.); United States v. Sandoval, 21-cr-195 (D.D.C. June 6, 2022) 

(Hogan, J.); United States v. Fitzsimons, 21-cr-158, 2022 WL 1698063, at *6-*12 (D.D.C. May 
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26, 2022) (Contreras, J.); United States v. Bingert, 21-cr-91, 2022 WL 1659163, at *7-*11 (D.D.C. 

May 25, 2022) (Lamberth, J.); United States v. Hale-Cusanelli, No. 21-cr-37 (D.D.C. May 6, 2022) 

(McFadden, J.) (motion to dismiss hearing at pp. 4-8); United States v. McHugh (McHugh II), No. 

21-cr-453, 2022 WL 1302880, at *2-*13 (D.D.C. May 2, 2022) (Bates, J.); United States v. Puma, 

21-cr-454, 2022 WL 823079, at *12 n.4 (D.D.C. Mar. 19, 2022) (Friedman, J.); United States v. 

Bozell, 21-cr-216, 2022 WL 474144, at *5 (D.D.C. Feb. 16, 2022) (Bates, J.); United States v. 

Grider, 21-cr-22, 2022 WL 392307, at *5-*6 (D.D.C. Feb. 9, 2022) (Kollar-Kotelly, J.); United 

States v. Nordean, 21-cr-175, 2021 WL 6134595, at *6-*8 (D.D.C. Dec. 28, 2021) (Kelly, J.); 

United States v. Montgomery, 21-cr-46, 2021 WL 6134591, at *10-18 (D.D.C. Dec. 28, 2021) 

(Moss, J.); United States v. Mostofsky, No. 21-cr-138, 2021 WL 6049891, at *11 (Dec. 21, 2021) 

(Boasberg, J.); United States v. Caldwell, No. 21-cr-28, 2021 WL 6062718, at *11-*21 (D.D.C. 

Dec. 20, 2021) (Mehta, J.); United States v. Sandlin, No. 21-cr-88, 2021 WL 5865006, at *5-*9 

(D.D.C. Dec. 10, 2021) (Friedrich, J.). 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

General Facts 

At 1:00 p.m., on January 6, 2021, a Joint Session of the United States Congress convened 

in the United States Capitol building. The Joint Session assembled to debate and certify the vote 

of the Electoral College of the 2020 Presidential Election. With the Joint Session underway and 

with Vice President Mike Pence presiding, a large crowd gathered outside the U.S. Capitol. As 

early as 12:50 p.m., certain individuals in the crowd forced their way through, up, and over erected 

barricades. The crowd, having breached police officer lines, advanced to the exterior façade of the 

building. Members of the U.S. Capitol Police attempted to maintain order and keep the crowd from 

entering the Capitol; however, shortly after 2:00 p.m., individuals in the crowd forced entry into 
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the U.S. Capitol. At approximately 2:20 p.m., members of the United States House of 

Representatives and United States Senate, including the President of the Senate, Vice President 

Mike Pence, were instructed to – and did – evacuate the chambers. 

Facts Specific to Defendant Gray 

Prior to January 6, 2021: 

Prior to January 6, 2021, Gray posted several statements on a social media platform and 

wrote several private messages to friends utilizing social media. His posts expressed excitement 

about traveling to Washington, D.C. to take part in demonstrations on January 6. For example, 

Gray wrote “Militia finna be lit y'all!!!,” [sic] and, “Sh[*]ts about to get lit y’all. I'm actually really 

excited at the possibility of the insurrection act being implemented,” [sic] in the days leading up 

to January 6. 

On January 6, 2021: 

At no later than 2:25pm, Defendant Gray entered the restricted grounds of the U.S. Capitol 

complex the afternoon of January 6, 2021.  While on restricted grounds he and others confronted 

police protecting the U.S. Capitol Building on the West Plaza.  Thereafter, Defendant Gray entered 

Capitol Building, remaining inside for approximately 33 minutes.  While inside Gray and other 

rioters confronted a line of uniformed law enforcement officers in the Rotunda.  Gray and others 

yelled at and shoved officers. While the group of rioters that included Gray was pushing the police 

officers, one officer fell down a set of stairs just off the Rotunda.  Eventually, law enforcement 

officers were able to get Defendant Gray out of the U.S. Capitol Building. 

After January 6, 2021: 

On January 7, 2021, Defendant Gray returned to the U.S. Capitol grounds where he was 

detained by Metropolitan Police Department officers for several minutes before being released.  
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Gray stated that he returned to look for his cellphone, which he believed had been stolen the 

previous day.1 

Later that day, Gray traveled to a nearby airport in order to leave the area. While there, he 

recorded a “selfie-style” video which he streamed to his Instagram account. Gray admitted to being 

present at the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021 and described some of his conduct. Among other 

statements, Gray said words to the effect of, “a female cop stole my phone and I got mace’d . . . 

and I’m like you know what, we’re doing this and so we literally pushed them from the front steps 

of the Capitol all the way back.”  He also stated he encountered the female police officer later that 

day, and that she started crying, took off her vest, and ran down the stairs. Gray also stated that he 

had gone into House Speaker Pelosi’s Office. His overall demeanor was one of enthusiasm and 

pride for what he had done on January 6, 2021. 

Defendant Gray continued to message social-media friends about his involvement in events 

of January 6. For example, Gray wrote, “Dude we literally took congress over. I don’t wanna say 

too much more lol was the rowdiest thing I've ever done and you know me lol,” [sic]. On or about 

January 11, 2021, Gray expressed a desire to engage in further violence, messaging another user: 

“If Biden is sworn in Im coming back to fight. But I truly dont believe he will be sworn in,” [sic].  

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On December 1, 2021, the grand jury returned a nine count superseding indictment 

charging Defendant Gray with: 18 U.S.C. § 231(a)(3), Civil Disorder; 18 U.S.C. §§ 1512(c)(2) 

and (2), Obstruction of an Official Proceeding and Aiding and Abetting; 18 U.S.C. § 111(a)(1), 

Assaulting, Resisting, or Impeding Certain Officers; 18 U.S.C. § 1752(a)(1), Entering and 

 
1 After January 6, 2021, Defendant Gray learned that someone had found his phone at the 

Capitol and wanted to return it.   
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Remaining in a Restricted Building or Grounds; 18 U.S.C. § 1752(a)(2), Disorderly and Disruptive 

Conduct in a Restricted Building or Grounds; 18 U.S.C. § 1752(a)(4), Engaging in Physical 

Violence in a Restricted Building or Grounds; 40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(D), Disorderly Conduct in 

a Capitol Building;  40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(F), Act of Physical Violence in the Capitol Grounds 

or Buildings; and 40 U.S.C. § 5104(e)(2)(G), Parading, Demonstrating, or Picketing in a Capitol 

Building.  (ECF No. 25.) 

Defendant Gray was arraigned on December 6, 2021.  On October 21, 2022, Defendant 

Gray filed a Motion to Dismiss Count Two of the  Superseding Indictment.  (ECF No. 55.)  A trial 

is scheduled to commence on January 18, 2023.  

LEGAL STANDARD 

An indictment is sufficient under the Constitution and Rule 7 of the Federal Rules of 

Criminal Procedure if it “contains the elements of the offense charged and fairly informs a 

defendant of the charge against which he must defend,” Hamling v. United States, 418 U.S. 87, 

117 (1974), which may be accomplished, as it is here, by “echo[ing] the operative statutory text 

while also specifying the time and place of the offense.” United States v. Williamson, 903 F.3d 

124, 130 (D.C. Cir. 2018). “[T]he validity of an indictment ‘is not a question of whether it could 

have been more definite and certain.’” United States v. Verrusio, 762 F.3d 1, 13 (D.C. Cir. 2014) 

(quoting United States v. Debrow, 346 U.S. 374, 378 (1953)). And an indictment need not inform 

a defendant “as to every means by which the prosecution hopes to prove that the crime was 

committed.” United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 124 (D.C. Cir. 1976). 

Rule 12 permits a party to raise in a pretrial motion “any defense, objection, or request that 

the court can determine without a trial on the merits.” Fed. R. Crim. P. 12(b)(1) (emphasis added). 

It follows that Rule 12 “does not explicitly authorize the pretrial dismissal of an indictment on 
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sufficiency-of-the-evidence grounds” unless the government “has made a full proffer of evidence” 

or the parties have agreed to a “stipulated record,” United States v. Yakou, 428 F.3d 241, 246-47 

(D.C. Cir. 2005) (emphasis added)—neither of which has occurred here.  

Indeed, “[i]f contested facts surrounding the commission of the offense would be of any 

assistance in determining the validity of the motion, Rule 12 doesn’t authorize its disposition 

before trial.” United States v. Pope, 613 F.3d 1255, 1259 (10th Cir. 2010) (Gorsuch, J.).  Criminal 

cases have no mechanism equivalent to the civil rule for summary judgment. United States v. 

Bailey, 444 U.S. 394, 413, n.9 (1980) (motions for summary judgment are creatures of civil, not 

criminal trials); Yakou, 428 F.2d at 246-47 (“There is no federal criminal procedural mechanism 

that resembles a motion for summary judgment in the civil context”); United States v. Oseguera 

Gonzalez, No. 20-cr-40-BAH at *5, 2020 WL 6342940 (D.D.C. Oct. 29, 2020) (collecting cases 

explaining that there is no summary judgment procedure in criminal cases or one that permits 

pretrial determination of the sufficiency of the evidence).  Accordingly, dismissal of a charge does 

not depend on forecasts of what the government can prove. Instead, a criminal defendant may 

move for dismissal based on a defect in the indictment, such as a failure to state an offense. United 

States v. Knowles, 197 F. Supp. 3d 143, 148 (D.D.C. 2016). Whether an indictment fails to state 

an offense because an essential element is absent calls for a legal determination. 

Thus, when ruling on a motion to dismiss for failure to state an offense, a district court is 

limited to reviewing the face of the indictment and more specifically, the language used to charge 

the crimes. Bingert, 21-cr-93 (RCL) (ECF 67:5) (a motion to dismiss challenges the adequacy of 

an indictment on its face and the relevant inquiry is whether its allegations permit a jury to find 

that the crimes charged were committed); McHugh, 2022 WL 1302880 at *2 (a motion to dismiss 

involves the Court’s determination of the legal sufficiency of the indictment, not the sufficiency 
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of the evidence); United States v. Puma, No. 21-cr-454 (PLF), 2020 WL 823079 at *4 (D.D.C. 

Mar. 19, 2022) (quoting United States v. Sunia, 643 F.Supp. 2d 51, 60 (D.D.C. 2009)).  

ARGUMENT 

I. Defendant Gray’s Motion to Dismiss Count Two of the Indictment, Alleging a 
Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2), Lacks Merit. 

Count Two of the Indictment charges Defendant Gray with corruptly obstructing, 

influencing, or impeding an “official proceeding,” – i.e., Congress’s certification of the Electoral 

College vote on January 6, 2021 – in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2). Count Two states: 

On or about January 6, 2021, within the District of Columbia and elsewhere, DANIEL 
GRAY, attempted to, and did, corruptly obstruct, influence, and impede an official 
proceeding, that is, a proceeding before Congress, specifically, Congress’s certification of 
the Electoral College vote as set out in the Twelfth Amendment of the Constitution of the 
United States and 3 U.S.C. §§ 15-18.  

 
(Obstruction of an Official Proceeding and Aiding and Abetting, in violation of Title 
18, United States Code, Sections 1512(c)(2) and 2) 
 

(ECF No. 25.) 

 In 2002, Congress enacted Section 1512(c)’s prohibition on “[t]ampering with a record or 

otherwise impeding an official proceeding” as part of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Pub. L. No. 107-

204, 116 Stat. 745, 807. Section 1512(c)’s prohibition applies to: 

[w]hoever corruptly--  

(1) alters, destroys, mutilates, or conceals a record, document, or 
other object, or attempts to do so, with the intent to impair the 
object’s integrity or availability for use in an official proceeding; or 

(2) otherwise obstructs, influences, or impedes any official 
proceeding, or attempts to do so. 

18 U.S.C. § 1512(c) (emphasis added). Section 1515(a)(1), in turn, defines the phrase “official 

proceeding” to include “a proceeding before the Congress.” 18 U.S.C. § 1515(a)(1)(B). By the 

statute’s plain terms, then, a person violates Section 1512(c)(2) when, acting with the requisite 
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mens rea, he engages in conduct that obstructs a specific congressional proceeding, including, as 

here, Congress’s certification of the Electoral College vote. 

 Notwithstanding the plain terms of the offense, Defendant Gray appears to advance three 

arguments for the notion that Section 1512(c)(2) does not reach the conduct alleged in the 

indictment: (1) that the conduct in which Defendant Gray engaged does not satisfy the elements 

of Section 1512(c)(2); (2) a general reliance on the decision in United States v. Garret Miller, 1:21-

CR-119 (CJN), ECF No. 72  (D.D.C. Mar. 7, 2022); and (3) that the word “corruptly” in the statute 

is unconstitutionally vague.  (ECF No. 25.)  Defendant Gray’s claims lack merit. 

Defendant Gray first argues that his conduct did not violate Section 1512 (c)(2).  That is a 

factual determination to be made following the presentation of evidence at trial.   

Defendant Gray’s second argument relies upon Judge Nichols’ decision in Miller, and 

contends that Defendant Gray’s alleged conduct, like that of Miller’s, fails to fit within the scope 

conduct prohibited by § 1512(c)(2).  But Miller was wrongly decided because § 1512(c)(2) is “not 

limited by subsection (c)(1) – which refers to ‘alter[ing], destroy[ing], mutilat[ing] or conceal[ing] 

a record, document, or other object’ specifically.” United States v. Riley Williams, 21-cr-618 

(D.D.C.  June 22, 2022); United States v. Robertson, 2022 WL 2438546, *3 (D.D.C. July 5, 2022). 

Section 1512(c)(2)’s verbs plainly cover conduct that blocks or interferes with an official 

proceeding, and the contrasting language in Section 1512(c)’s subsections clarifies that while 

Section 1512(c)(1) covers destruction of documents, records, and other objects used in a 

proceeding, Section 1512(c)(2) covers other obstructive behavior that targets the proceeding 

directly.  That straightforward construction of Section 1512(c)(2) aligns with the interpretation of 

similar verbs in other obstruction provisions, see 18 U.S.C. §§ 1503, 1505, and the interpretation 

of every court of appeals to have considered Section 1512(c)(2).  
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The term “otherwise” in Section 1512(c)(2) further illustrates that it applies to “other,” non-

document-related obstruction, and, as such, ensures coverage of additional types of corrupt 

conduct that impedes an official proceeding.  The Miller court’s contrary conclusion disregards 

that straightforward construction and instead places undue emphasis on the Supreme Court’s 

decision in Begay v. United States, 553 U.S. 137 (2008), where the Court adopted a less common 

and context-dependent interpretation of “otherwise” in a statute structurally and grammatically 

unlike Section 1512(c).  Nor do statutory canons or Section 1512(c)(2)’s legislative history support 

the Miller court’s unintuitive interpretation.2 

II. Section 1512(c)(2) Is Not Unconstitutionally Vague. 

Finally, Defendant Gray contends that Section 1512(c)(2) is unconstitutionally vague. As 

every judge in this District to have considered the issue has concluded, Defendant Gray is 

incorrect.  

The Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments prohibit the government 

from depriving any person of “life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” U.S. Const. 

amends. V, XIV. An outgrowth of the Due Process Clause, the “void for vagueness” doctrine 

prevents the enforcement of a criminal statute that is “so vague that it fails to give ordinary people 

fair notice of the conduct it punishes” or is “so standardless that it invites arbitrary enforcement.” 

Johnson v. United States, 576 U.S. 591, 595 (2015). To ensure fair notice, “‘[g]enerally, a 

legislature need do nothing more than enact and publish the law and afford the citizenry a 

reasonable opportunity to familiarize itself with its terms and to comply.’” United States v. 

 
2 An interlocutory appeal of Miller and two other cases in which Judge Nichols dismissed 

counts charging violations of Section 1512(c)(2) is currently pending before the court of appeals.  
The government’s opening brief explains in detail why the reasoning in Miller is flawed.  See Brief 
for Appellant, United States v. Fischer et al., Nos. 22-3038, 22-3039, & 22-3041 (D.C. Cir.), at 
16-59 (filed Aug. 8, 2022). 
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Bronstein, 849 F.3d 1101, 1107 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (quoting Texaco, Inc. v. Short, 454 U.S. 516, 532 

(1982)).  To avoid arbitrary enforcement, the law must not “vest[] virtually complete discretion” 

in the government “to determine whether the suspect has [violated] the statute.” Kolender v. 

Lawson, 461 U.S. 352, 358 (1983). 

A statute is not unconstitutionally vague simply because its applicability is unclear at the 

margins, United States v. Williams, 553 U.S. 285, 306 (2008), or because a reasonable jurist might 

disagree on where to draw the line between lawful and unlawful conduct in particular 

circumstances, Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358, 403 (2010). “‘Even trained lawyers may 

find it necessary to consult legal dictionaries, treatises, and judicial opinions before they may say 

with any certainty what some statutes may compel or forbid.’” Bronstein, 849 F.3d at 1107 

(quoting Rose v. Locke, 423 U.S. 48, 50 (1975) (per curiam)).  A provision is impermissibly vague 

only if it requires proof of an “incriminating fact” that is so indeterminate as to invite arbitrary and 

“wholly subjective” application.  Williams, 553 U.S. at 306; see Smith v. Goguen, 415 U.S. 566, 

578 (1974).  The “touchstone” of vagueness analysis “is whether the statute, either standing alone 

or as construed, made it reasonably clear at the relevant time that the defendant’s conduct was 

criminal.” United States v. Lanier, 520 U.S. 259, 267 (1997).  

Defendant Gray has not overcome the “strong presumpti[on]” that Section 1512(c)(2) is 

constitutional. See United States v. Nat’l Dairy Products Corp., 372 U.S. 29, 32 (1963).  Section 

1512(c)(2) does not tie criminal culpability to “wholly subjective” terms such as “annoying” or 

“indecent” that are bereft of “narrowing context” or “settled legal meanings,” Williams, 553 U.S. 

at 306, nor does it require application of a legal standard to an “idealized ordinary case of the 

crime,” Johnson, 576 U.S. at 604. Section 1512(c)(2)’s prohibition on “corruptly … obstruct[ing], 

influenc[ing], or imped[ing]” an “official proceeding” gives rise to “no such indeterminacy.” 
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Williams, 553 U.S. at 306.  The statute requires that a defendant, acting with consciousness of 

wrongdoing and intent to obstruct, attempts to or does undermine or interfere with a statutorily 

defined official proceeding.  While “it may be difficult in some cases to determine whether these 

clear requirements have been met,” “‘courts and juries every day pass upon knowledge, belief and 

intent – the state of men’s minds – having before them no more than evidence of their words and 

conduct, from which, in ordinary human experience, mental condition may be inferred.’” Id. 

(quoting American Communications Ass’n, CIO v. Douds, 339 U.S. 382, 411 (1950)).    

 Defendant Gray’s claim that the word “corruptly” in Section 1512(c)(2) is 

unconstitutionally vague is incorrect. As Judge Friedman has observed, “[j]udges in this district 

have construed ‘corruptly’ to require ‘a showing of “dishonesty” or an ‘improper purpose’[;], 

‘consciousness of wrongdoing’[;] or conduct that is ‘independently criminal,’ ‘inherently malign, 

and committed with the intent to obstruct an official proceeding.’” Puma, 2022 WL 823079, at 

*10 (quoting Montgomery, 2021 WL 6134591, at *19; Bozell, 2022 WL 474144, at *6; Caldwell, 

2021 WL 6062718, at *11; and Sandlin, 2021 WL 5865006, at *13) (alterations omitted).  Under 

any of these common-sense constructions, the term “corruptly” “not only clearly identifies the 

conduct it punishes; it also ‘acts to shield those who engage in lawful, innocent conduct – even 

when done with the intent to obstruct, impede, or influence the official proceeding.’” Id. (quoting 

Sandlin, 2021 WL 5865006, at *13).  It presents no vagueness concern. 

Nor does United States v. Poindexter, 951 F.2d 369 (D.C. Cir. 1991), support Defendant 

Gray’s attacks on the word “corruptly,” for at least three reasons.  First, the D.C. Circuit narrowly 

confined Poindexter’s analysis to Section 1505’s use of “corruptly,” and expressly declined to hold 

“that term unconstitutionally vague as applied to all conduct.” 951 F.2d at 385. Five years later, in 

United States v. Morrison, 98 F.3d 619 (D.C. Cir. 1996), the D.C. Circuit rejected a Poindexter-
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based vagueness challenge to 18 U.S.C. § 1512(b) and affirmed the conviction of a defendant for 

“corruptly” influencing the testimony of a potential witness at trial. Id. at 629-30.  Other courts 

have similarly recognized “the narrow reasoning used in Poindexter” and “cabined that vagueness 

holding to its unusual circumstances.”  United States v. Edwards, 869 F.3d 490, 502 (7th Cir. 

2017); see also, e.g., United States v. Kelly, 147 F.3d 172, 176 (2d Cir. 1998) (rejecting vagueness 

challenge to “corruptly” in 26 U.S.C. § 7212(a)); United States v. Shotts, 145 F.3d 1289, 1300 

(11th Cir. 1998) (same for 18 U.S.C. § 1512(b)); United States v. Brenson, 104 F.3d 1267, 1280 

(11th Cir. 1997) (same for 18 U.S.C. § 1503). Defendant Gray’s invocation of Poindexter 

accordingly fails to establish that Section 1512(c) suffers the same constitutional indeterminacy. 

Second, Poindexter predated the Supreme Court’s decision in Arthur Andersen LLP v. 

United States, 544 U.S. 696 (2005). There, the Court explained the terms “‘[c]orrupt” and 

‘corruptly’ are normally associated with wrongful, immoral, depraved, or evil.”  Id. at 705 (citation 

omitted).  In doing so, the Court “did not imply that the term was too vague.”  Edwards, 869 F.3d 

at 502. Third, and as noted above, courts have encountered little difficulty when addressing 

“corruptly” in Section 1512(c)(2) following Arthur Andersen. See Puma, 2022 WL 823079, at *10 

(quoting Montgomery, 2021 WL 6134591, at *19; Bozell, 2022 WL 474144, at *6; Caldwell, 2021 

WL 6062718, at *11; and Sandlin, 2021 WL 5865006, at *13) (alterations omitted). Such efforts 

demonstrate that the statute’s “corruptly” element does not invite arbitrary or wholly subjective 

application by either courts or juries.  

// 

// 

// 
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CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, Defendant Gray’s motion should be denied. 

 

     Respectfully submitted, 
            

MATTHEW M. GRAVES 
United States Attorney 
D.C. Bar No. 481052    

 
   By: /s/JACQUELINESCHESNOL 

JACQUELINE SCHESNOL 
Assistant United States Attorney 

 Arizona Bar No. 016742  
 United States Attorney’s Office,   
 Detailee 

 601 D Street, N.W.  
 Washington, DC 20530  
 Phone: (602) 514-7500 

E-mail: jacqueline.schesnol@usdoj.gov 
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